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Vanity makes art,
but not without accomplices.

Motto
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A tale in 37 mixed-media drawings
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Declaration by the Author & Illustrator

I am neither an optimist nor a pessimist. I am, to be
straight about it, as hampered by the sheer weight of doubt
as the next person. That said, it should come as no surprise
that I have been unable to settle on a useful theory or
convention in the matter of bookmaking.
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This is the story of Monsieur Souris
a romantic

a fraudulent Frenchman

AND

a chronic malcontent.

He rises

He falls

And rises again

Falls

Rises

etc.

Until, one day

He comes to find

Not Fame & Fortune

(which he didn’t go looking for, in any case)

But

The  Thing  Itself
Which exists between Art & Science

and has no name,

which is why there are pictures and few words.
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Of all the pictures I made of him,
this was his favorite.
It was something in the eyes, I think,
and also the angle of the head
—the suggestion of dignified melancholy.
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He wasn’t actually French, of course.
It was pure imposture.
A pose.
He was that kind of person.
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At the same time, he was a realist
when it came to his view of the world
and his fellow creatures,
for whom, to be blunt,
he held out little or no hope.
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It was his habit to talk a great deal to my nose.
And the topic was almost always the same
—the importance of avoiding obscurity.
He took it as a matter of duty.
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To this end,
a person has but two choices, he said:
On the one hand, he can become an existentialist;
Or, he can join the circus.
He preferred the latter, as you can see.


